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Summary
An intuitive and user-friendly interface simplifying publication of data as well as mature data
discovery services are essential for the support and encouragement of scientists in
publishing data associated with their research. The Micro B3 project has enabled EMBL-EBI’s
European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) to develop and deploy software that simplifies reporting
of marine nucleotide data and associated information to the archive and software that
improves discoverability of the archived data. While marine microbial research was the
direct use case for this development, many of the enhancements will serve the needs of
broader environmental genomics, the marine metagenomics community and beyond.
Two marine campaigns supported throughout the Micro B3 project, Tara Oceans and Ocean
Sampling Day, now have available wealths of rich and valuable data that must reach the
public domain for downstream analysis and use. Through ENA, we have facilitated the
reporting of the marine shotgun and amplicon raw read data, genomic contigs and pangenome gene calls as well as associated metadata. The team has also been heavily involved
in the presentation of the data, and dissemination of the work, to the scientific community
and the broader public, through data analysis workshops and media communication,
respectively.
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1. Objectives of the Deliverable 4.7
Standards and technologies supporting the reporting of marine data into structured data
repositories for long-term preservation with maximum discoverability and re-usability are a
key legacy output of Micro B3. Building on Deliverable 4.5, in which we advanced data
reporting software and marine standards, in Deliverable 4.7, we further simplify data
reporting workflows, build sustainability into the management of standards and enhance
the visibility of marine data.
The main objective of Deliverable 4.7 is to develop software to support simplified and more
effective reporting of marine molecular data and associated information to the European
Nucleotide Archive (ENA; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) as well as improved discovery of richly
contextualized sequence data from marine projects such as Tara Oceans or Ocean Sampling
Day.
Here we summarise work done on both the data submission and retrieval side of the
archive:







We have developed a sample checklist-editing environment which enables curators
to design new, and maintain existing, checklists of sample-related information in
more consistent, efficient and sustainable ways.
We have made advances to the EMBL-EBI submission system for those users
reporting functional annotation on their sequence data, including marine data.
We have added new functionalities for better discovery of environmental sequence
data at ENA, such as localisation of a sample geographic provenance on a map or a
new Environmental domain in the ENA Advanced Search service, supporting search
on additional fields relevant to environmental data.
We have facilitated deposition of results from sequencing efforts of Ocean Sampling
Day 2014 and Tara Oceans to the ENA.

We also report under Deliverable 4.7 extensive outreach activities related to
communication of Tara Oceans and Ocean Sampling Day 2014 to the broader research
community, media and public.
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2. ENA sample checklists
2.1 Web-based sample checklist curation and validation environment
Contextual data capture is one of the essential aspects of the ENA operation. Diverse expert
communities collaborate with the ENA team on the development of minimum information
recommendations, yielding an ever-growing list of ENA sample ‘checklists’. While these
bring greater consistency and increased value to the data that they support, maintaining
integrity within checklist and consistency between them is challenging for those responsible
for the data reporting, validation and presentation services. EMBL-EBI has therefore
invested considerable energy into the development of a web-based sample checklist
curation and validation environment, Figure 1, that enables the ENA content team to
manage the ensemble of checklists efficiently and consistently and has led to the
development of new checklist-related functionalities.
The fundamental conceptual unit in this editor is a checklist field (descriptor), which can
have various formats (text, text area, regular expression, controlled vocabulary, ISO8601
compliant date & time or taxonomy). Each checklist field can (1) belong to one field group,
(2)
be
associated
with
1
to
N
checklists,
(3)
be
flagged as
mandatory/recommended/optional, (4) be present in the checklist single or multiple times
and, importantly, (5) be propagated across all relevant field groups and checklist groups,
allowing consistent evolution of each field.
Newly added functionalities include (1) a RESTful system supporting synonyms look-up for
checklist fields and controlled values, (2) a RESTful system that increases tolerance to
punctuation variation in checklist fields and controlled values, where automated fix of the
field or value is applied if match is found to an established field or value, (3) adaptations to
the WEBIN data submission system to support checklist groups view, taxonomy and date &
time field formats, (4) adaptations to tabular submissions workflows in WEBIN to support
sample checklists, such as improved matching of similar field or controlled values .
A deployment protocol has been developed that, following checklist curation activity,
transforms the checklist editor content into XML-formatted files to be used by the WEBIN
application and the ENA Browser (details in the chapter 2.2).
Since changes made within the sample checklist curation and validation environment can
have a serious impact across all checklists we have implemented two content reversion
mechanisms that can rectify possible human errors: (1) a rapid re-construction of the editor
schema from a previously deployed stage and (2) rapid reversion to previously deployed
XML files.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Sample checklist curation and validation environment.
(a) the Checklist Group tab: the left-hand panel lists available checklist groups and the righthand panel lists all checklists within the checklist group;
(b) the Field tab: an example of one field group, the Marine Sampling, is shown here with all
fields (sample attributes) within the field group.

2.2. Rendering of sample checklists in the ENA browser
In order to disseminate reporting standards and to provide transparency for those using
validation tools based on these standards, services to present documentation on checklists
have been put in place. The ENA sample checklist content is, upon deployment into
submission systems, displayed in human readable form within the ENA Browser, Figure 2.
This allows submitters to always refer to the latest version of the sample checklists.
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Figure 2: The ENA Micro B3 checklist for contextual data submission of marine molecular
samples available for view in the ENA Browser
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERC000027).
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3. Programmatic interface for ENA non-genome scale sequence and
annotation submission
ENA accepts nucleotide sequence data ranging from raw reads to highly derived assembled
and annotated sequences. While all data types are submitted using the WEBIN framework,
very distinct workflows can exist for different data types with different levels of support
across the programmatic and interactive interfaces offered by the system. Study
registration, sample reporting and raw data file uploads are effected in one submission
workflow, and enjoy support in interactive and programmatic WEBIN interfaces.
Assembled/clustered non-genome scale sequences, however, have until now only been
supported in an interactive interface. Impacted by this are metabarcoding studies from
users wishing to take advantage of programmatic interfaces, such as those providing marine
prokaryote diversity data using 16S marker amplicon libraries; these users have so far not
had access to any programmatic interface.
To address this issue, we have extended the WEBIN programmatic s ubmission interface to
include support for non-genome scale sequence submissions. Repurposing technology form
the existing assembly submission pipeline, a workflow has been deployed in which the user
(1) defines a sequence class (such as rRNA), (2) associates (optionally) sequences with an
existing sample record (3) refers to a sequence data file(s) and a tabular annotation file(s) in
the user upload area, and, having routed these data through validation, feeds conventional
flatfile sequence records into ENA. This new functionality now allows programmatic
submission, in a single operation, of data sets that combine raw data and derived
sequences, such as those of marine metabarcoding study submitters.
The sequence template expansion triggered additional improvements of non-genome scale
sequence validation, such as a validation check rejecting the qualifier /number on UTRs
feature, a check ensuring that translation table 11 is applied on plastids, a check that
removes the qualifier /map on STS feature or validation of common names in the /host
qualifier of the source feature.
The unified programmatic foundation that we now have in place, will allow in future for the
development of a single interactive WEBIN workflow for data sets that span raw and derived
data that removes redundancy (in sample reporting) and simplifies the user experience.
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4. Advances for environmental sequence data discovery
Long-term storage of the Micro B3-produced data is the responsibility of the relevant
primary data archives, PANGAEA and ENA. Both archives are the long-term guardians and
access point for OSD and Tara Oceans data, with ENA hosting the nucleotide sequence data
and PANGAEA the environmental data. This responsibility requires the archives to
continuously invest into improvement of data discovery services.
ENA has made significant enhancements in its discovery and presentation layer for
environmental sequence data:
(1) A new Environmental domain has been added to the ENA Advanced Search service
improving search on environmental sequence data using an extended list of indexed
contextual data attributes relevant specifically to the environmental data . For
instance, the attributes ‘Marine Region’, ‘Sampling Station’ and ‘Sampling Site’ are
now individually searchable and the geographic location search allows users to edit
the southwest and northeast points.
(2) New browser functionality has been introduced in the Sample domain enabling
users to locate a sample geographic provenance on a map, Figure 3. This geolocation
tab displays a zoomable map with the geographical coordinates that were reported
during the sample submission.
(3) The parent project ID can now be used for searches in the Read and Analysis
domains.
(4) Data in the Read, Analysis and Study domains can now be searched for by the broker
name and the Run view of the ENA browser specifies the broker name and provides
a link to the particular institute, which brokered the data submission, Figure 3.
(5) The controlled vocabulary of checklists in the Sample domain Advanced Search
displays names of the checklists but the search query is built using the checklist ID.
This allows a user-friendly identification of a sample checklist by its name and
unique specification of a checklist in the query builder using its checklist ID that is
not meaningful to the user.
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Figure 3: The location of one OSD sample on a map in the Geolocation tab of the ENA
sample record (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERS667569).
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5. Support for Tara Oceans data presentation
The Tara Oceans project has been this year in the spotlight due to a special edition of five
Tara Oceans scientific articles published in Science in May 2015, (Brum et al. 2015, De
Vargas et al. 2015, Lima-Mendez et al. 2015, Sunagawa et al. 2015, Villar et al. 2015). With
ENA as the archive of molecular data linked to these scientific articles, the team provided
intensive support for timely presentation of various data layers and this was also associated
with a new development in the archive:
1. Support for a new Analysis object type ‘PROCESSED_READS’ has been introduced,
which enables the archiving of as yet unsupported data types (here the Tara Oceans
Ocean Microbial Reference Gene Catalogue (see below)) derived from the submitted
raw reads.
2. The Tara Oceans project PRJEB7988 of the Ocean Microbiome has been registered
that represents (a) an Ocean Microbial Reference Gene Catalogue (OMRGC) with
more than 40 million non-redundant gene-coding sequences, (b) per-sample gene
predictions and (c) per-sample assemblies. The OMRGC and gene predictions are
described as Analysis objects with the accession numbers respectively ERZ094224
and ERZ096909-ERZ097151. The assemblies of shotgun metagenomic reads are
available as WGS sequence sets and a summary page with an easy navigation to the
WGS masters has been created (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/about/tara-oceansassemblies). The scale of this project required resolving of a number of technical
challenges related to scaling up sequence data submission and processing.
The ENA team was also deeply involved in external communication of the Tara Oceans data
to the media and public. The release of the five Science articles was preceded by a
teleconference with the Science editorial team, external relations and communication
officers in EMBL Heidelberg and EMBL-EBI Hinxton and a member of the ENA team. Invited
speakers consisted of authors of the research articles and representatives of the databases
holding the underlying data, including ENA and PANGAEA. The ENA team was involved in
preparation of the flyers, Figure 4, newsletters for EMBL Heidelberg and EMBL-EBI, a science
information package for the reporters invited by the Science editor.
The footprint of Tara Oceans data in the ENA was at the time of the Science publications
11.5 terabytes, which is bigger than the text footprint of Wikipedia. This sequence data is
associated with a collection of about 7,000 samples, and represents one of the richest, most
consistently described contextual data collection in the public domain.
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(a)
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(b)
Figure 4a and b: A poster presenting the Tara Oceans project achievements as a part of the
press release package preceding five Tara Oceans scientific articles published in Science in
May 2015.

All molecular, environmental and bio-imaging data generated by the Tara Oceans project
will be accessible from a single Tara Oceans Data Portal, which is currently being developed
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by the Oceanomics project. EMBL-EBI is contributing to the general design of the portal as
well as to correct implementation of links to, and description and retrieval of, individual
molecular data sets archived at ENA.
The research vessel Tara moored in September 2015 at Thames Quay in West India Dock
South Quay, London en route to the 2015 Paris Climate Congress, COP21. External relations
and communication officers in EMBL Heidelberg and EMBL-EBI Hinxton as well as ENA team
members were involved once again in preparation and logistics of this special meeting point
of scientists and policy makers.
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6. Support for Ocean Sampling Day 2014 data presentation
The successful sampling for marine microorganism of the Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) in June
2014 produced a unique collection of 150 datasets generated by in kind contribution of
global network of marine stations established during the Micro B3 project. The production
of the OSD datasets has been harmonised at all stages: (1) the samples were collected using
standardised protocols, (2) metadata have been reported using standardised interface, (3)
all DNA extractions have been performed by a single scientist from a single laboratory, (4) all
DNA extracts have been sequenced by a single sequencing facility, (5) all analysis has been
coordinated by one OSD analysis task group.
In order to provide access to such a unique sampling and sequencing effort the sequencing
project PRJEB8682 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB8682) has been registered
at the ENA. This Ocean Sampling Day 2014 authority raw amplicon and metagenome
sequencing study represents 150 samples, Figure 3, described according to the M2B3
metadata standard (ten Hoopen et al. 2015), associated with 16S and 18S rRNA amplicon
sequences and shotgun metagenomes.
Deposition of the OSD datasets to the public molecular data archive enables other data
resources to access and add value to the original data. The EBI metagenomics team (EMG)
pre-processed the authority raw reads of the project PRJEB8682 and made them available
to
public
in
the
registered
project
PRJEB9694
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB9694). Results of the metagenomic analysis are
available
from
the
EBI
website
at
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metagenomics/projects/ERP009703.
All sequencing and analysis efforts of all OSD data are connected via the registered umbrella
project PRJEB5129 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB5129).
Open access to the OSD data also provided opportunity for the Micro B3 training in the form
of the OSD data analysis workshop that took place in March 2015 at the EMBL-EBI in
Hinxton, Cambridge, UK. A team of trainers from MPI Bremen, Germany and EMG and ENA
from EMBL-EBI, UK, assisted 30 selected researches from the OSD network to learn about
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7. Support for sample representation in the GBIF event reports
Microbial diversity discovered through sequencing methods is currently not fully integrated
with all biodiversity information available via portals such as the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF, http://www.gbif.org/). In order to rectify this gap, EMBL-EBI
started to explore how ENA environmental sample records be transformed into the Darwin
Core format and consumed by GBIF. The ENA and GBIF teams are currently defining the best
representation of biodiversity information associated with the metagenomic sample
records.
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